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GOODS, LIVE-STOCK, PARCELS, AND LUGGAGE 

CLASSIFICATION---rontinued 
Cla••• 

Cabinets, steel, filing, packed 
Cabinets, steel, filing, unpacked 
Cabins, portable, collapsed 
Cables, chain 

Cplus 20% 
Cplus 50% 

See Houses or huts 

Cages, bird 
Cake racks 
Calcite chips 
Calcium, carbide of, in hermetically sealed tins packed in strong wooden oases, or 

in airtight and damp-proof iron drums. Owner's risk. DangerouB 
Calcium, carbide of, refuse 
Calcium, chloride of, packed, not otherwise specified 
Calcium, chloride of, packed in paper bags 

(If packed in paper bags, all loading and unloading (except from ship to 
railway wagon) to be performed by owners. Any handling performed by the 
Department (except from ship to ra.ilway wagon) will be under special 
arrangement.) -

Calcium cyanide for bona fide use as a rabbit-exterminator. DangerOU8 
Calf-skins •. See Skins 

D 
C. Double rate 
G. (Meas. rate) 
E 

C 
D 
D 
D 

D 

Calves . . See Regulation 76 M 
Camp equipment, such as tents, tent-poles, table-tops, trestles, wire stretchers, 

and other incidentals, consigned to or from a camp C 
Canoes As parcels 
Cans, milk and cream, not " returned empties " C plus 50% 
Cara.vans. At the rate for motor-vehicles (Regulation 83) 
Caravan chassis, not otherwise specified. 

At the rate for motor-vehicles (Regulation 83) 
Caravan chassis with wheel rims removed from axle and attached to frame--

The total charge for one or more chassis loaded on a four-wheeled wagon 
to one destination station will be as for a motor-vehicle, vide Regulation 83. 
Two or more chassis loaded on one four-wheeled wagon to different destination 
stations will be charged as for 15 cwt. at Class C plus 50% for each chassis, 
subject to a maximum charge per consignment as for a motor-vehicle, vide 
Regulation 83. Where chassis are loaded on bogie wagons, charges ba.sed 
at the foregoing rates will be increased by 50%, 

Carbo coal (a coal product) 
Carbon, bisulphide of. Owner's risk. DangerOU8 
Carbon, loose •• 
Carbon-dioxide snow (dry ice), packed 

•• See Regulation 78 

• . See Regulation 77 

Carbonettes .. See Regulation 78 
Cardboard boxing for concrete work. Minimum quantity, 1 ton per L wagon, 

3 tons per LA wagon, 4 tons per Le wagon ; any less quantity will be charged 
such minimum or Class C plus 20% whichever is cheaper 

Cardboard, as under
Boxes or cartons 
Corrugated, single-faced 
Corrugated, double-faced 
Moulded, for packing bottles 
Pia.in 
Tubes, hollow 

Carbonate of barytes-
Not otherwise specified 

See Boxes, cardboard 

.. As paper 

p 
C plus 50% 
N 
D 
p 

C 

Cplus20% 
C 
C 

C. Double rate 

D 
Minimum quantity, 5 tons per four-wheeled wagon, n.o.s., 6! tons per Le 

wagon D less 25% 
Carpet not otherwise speoi:6.ed-

Packed in scrim or canvas, or securely wrapped in brown paper .. 
Loose 

Carpet, hairfelt · 
Carpet underfelt 
Carrageen (seaweed) 
Carriages, four-wheeled, either set up or in pieces, unpacked. As motor-vehicles 

See Regulation 83 
Carriages, two-wheeled (gigs), either set up or in pieces, unpacked 

C 
C plus 50% 
G. (Meas. rate) 
G. (Meas. rate) 
C 

See Regulation 84 
Carriages and gigs, either set up or in pieces, packed. Minimum load, 15 cwt. 

per four-wheeled wagon C plus 50% 
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